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Abstract
In this paper we present and study a class of graph partitioning algorithms that reduce the size of the graph by
collapsing vertices and edges, ﬁnd a k-way partitioning of the smaller graph, and then uncoarsen and reﬁne it to
construct a k-way partitioning for the original graph. These algorithms compute a k-way partitioning of a graph
G D .V; E/ in O.jEj/ time which is faster by a factor of O.logk/ than previously proposed multilevel recursive
bisection algorithms. A key contribution of our work is in ﬁnding a high quality and computationally inexpensive
reﬁnement algorithm that can improve upon an initial k-way partitioning. We also study the effectiveness of the
overall scheme for a variety of coarsening schemes.
We present experimental results on a large number of graphs arising in various domains including ﬁnite element
methods, linear programming, VLSI, and transportation. Our experiments show that this new scheme produces
partitions that are of comparable or better quality than those produced by the multilevel bisection algorithm, and
requires substantially smaller time. Graphs containing up to 450000 vertices and 3300000 edges, can be partitioned
in 256 domains in less than 40 seconds on a workstation, such as SGI’s Challenge. Compared with the widely used
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1multilevel spectral bisection algorithm, our new algorithm is usually two orders of magnitude faster, and produces
partitions with substantially smaller edge-cut.
Keywords: GraphPartitioning,MultilevelPartitioningMethods,SpectralPartitioningMethods,Kernighan-
Lin Heuristic, Parallel Sparse Matrix Algorithms.
21 Introduction
The graph partitioning problem is to partition the vertices of a graph in p roughly equal partitions, such that the
numberofedgesconnectingverticesindifferentpartitionsisminimized. Thisproblemﬁndsapplicationsinmanyareas
including parallel scientiﬁc computing, task scheduling, and VLSI design. Some examples are domain decomposition
for minimum communication mapping in the parallel execution of sparse linear system solvers, mapping of spatially
related data items in large geographical information systems on disk to minimize disk I/O requests, and mapping of
task graphs to parallel processors. The graph partitioning problem is NP-complete. However, many algorithms have
been developed that ﬁnd reasonably good partitionings [23, 22, 9, 24, 19, 18, 20, 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 5, 21, 16, 13].
The k-way partitioning problem is most frequently solved by recursive bisection. That is, we ﬁrst obtain a 2-
way partitioning of V, and then we recursively obtain a 2-way partitioning of each resulting partition. After logk
phases, graph G is partitioned into k partitions. Thus, the problem of performing a k-way partitioning is reduced to
that of performinga sequence of bisections. Recently [2, 12, 16] multilevel recursive bisection (MLRB) algorithm has
emergedasa highlyeffectivemethodforcomputinga k-waypartitioningof a graph. The basicstructureof a multilevel
bisection algorithm is very simple. The graph G is ﬁrst coarsened down to a few hundred vertices, a bisection of this
much smaller graph is computed, and then this partitioning is projected back towards the original graph (ﬁner graph),
by periodicallyreﬁning the partitioning. Since the ﬁner graphhas more degreesof freedom,such reﬁnementsdecrease
the edge-cut. The experimentspresented in [16] show that compared to the state-of-the-art implementationof the well
known spectral bisection [1], MLRB produces partitionings that are signiﬁcantly better and is an order of magnitude
faster. The complexity of the MLRB for producing a k-way partitioning of a graph G D .V; E/,i sO.jEjlogk/ [16].
The multilevel paradigm can also be used to construct a k-way partitioning of the graph directly as illustrated in
Figure 1. The graph is coarsened successively as before. But the coarsest graph is now directly partitioned into k
parts, and this k-partitioning is reﬁned successively as the graph is uncoarsened back into the original graph. There
are a number of advantages of computing the k-way partitioning directly (rather than computing it successively via
recursive bisection). First, the entire graph now needs to be coarsened only once, reducing the complexity of this
phase to O.jEj/ down from O.jEjlogk/. Second, it is well known that recursive bisection can do arbitrarily worse
than k-way partitioning [27]. Thus, a method that obtains a k-way partitioning directly can potentially produce much
better partitionings. Note that the direct computation of a good k-way partitioning is harder than the computation
of a good bisection (although both problems are NP-hard) in general. This is precisely why k-way partitioning is
most commonly computed via recursive bisection. But in the context of multilevel schemes, we only need a rough k-
way partitioning of the coarsest graph, as this can be potentially reﬁned successively as the graph is uncoarsened. For
example,asimple methodforcomputingthis initialpartitioninginthe multilevelcontextis simplyto coarsenthegraph
down to k vertices. However in the reﬁnement phase, we need to reﬁne a k-way partitioning, which is considerably
more complicated than reﬁning a bisection. In fact, a direct generalization of the KL reﬁnement algorithm to k-way
partitioning used in [10] is substantially more expensive than performing a KL reﬁnement of a bisection [17]. Even
for 8-way reﬁnement, the run time is quite high for these schemes [11]. Computing k-way reﬁnement for k > 8i s
prohibitively expensive.
In this paper we present a k-way partitioning algorithm. The run time of this k-way multilevel algorithm (MLkP)
is linear to the number of edges i.e., O.jEj/. A key contribution of our work is a simple and yet powerful scheme for
reﬁninga k-way partitioningin the multilevelcontext. This schemeis substantiallyfaster thanthe direct generalization
[11] of the KL bisection reﬁnement algorithm, but is equally effective in the multilevel context. Furthermore, this
new k-way reﬁnement algorithm is inherently parallel [14] (unlike the original KL reﬁnement algorithm which is
3known to be inherently sequential in nature [6]), making it possible to develop high-quality parallel graph partitioning
algorithms.
We test our scheme on a large numberof graphsarising in variousdomainsincludingﬁnite element methods, linear
programming, VLSI, and transportation. Our experiments show that this new scheme produces partitionings that are
of comparable or better quality than those produced by the state-of-the-art implementation of the MLRB algorithm
[16], and requires substantially smaller time. Graphs containing up to 450000 vertices and 3300000 edges, can be
partitioned in 256 partitions in less than 40 seconds on a workstation, such as SGI’s Challenge. For many of these
graphs,theprocessofgraphpartitioningtakesevenlesstime thanthe timetoreadthegraphfromthe diskintomemory.
Compared with the widely used multilevel spectral bisection algorithm [23, 22, 12], our new algorithm is usually two
orders of magnitude faster, and produces partitionings with substantially smaller edge-cut. The run time of our k-way
partitioning algorithm is comparable to the run time of a small number (2–4) runs of geometric recursive bisection
algorithms [9, 24, 19, 18, 20]. Note that geometric algorithms are applicable only if coordinates of the vertices are
available, and require tens of runs to produce cuts that are of similar quality to those produced by spectral bisection.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes the graph partitioning problem and presents
the basic concepts of multilevelk-way graphpartitioning. Some of the material presentedin this section on coarsening
strategies is similar to that for multilevel recursive bisection [12, 16], but is included here to make this paper self
contained. Section 3 presents an experimentalevaluationof the various parameters of the multilevel graph partitioning
algorithm and compares its performance with that of multilevel recursive bisection algorithm.
2 Graph Partitioning
The k-way graph partitioningproblem is deﬁned as follows: Given a graph G D .V; E/ with jVjDn, partition V into
k subsets, V1;V2;:::;Vk such that Vi \ Vj D;for i 6D j, jVijDn=k,a n d
S
i Vi D V, and the number of edges of E
whose incident vertices belong to different subsets is minimized. A k-way partitioning of V is commonly represented
by a partitioning vector P of length n, such that for every vertex v 2 V, PTvU is an integer between 1 and k, indicating
the partition to which vertex v belongs. Given a partitioning P, the number of edges whose incident vertices belong
to different partitions is called the edge-cut of the partitioning.
The basic structure of a multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm is very simple. The graph G D .V; E/ is ﬁrst
coarsened down to a small number of vertices, a k-way partitioning of this much smaller graph is computed and then
this partitioning is projected back towards the original graph (ﬁner graph), by successively reﬁning the partitioning
at each intermediate level. This three stage processor of coarsening, initial partitioning, and reﬁnement is graphically
illustrated in Figure 1.
Next we describe each of these phases in more detail.
2.1 Coarsening Phase
During the coarsening phase, a sequence of smaller graphs Gi D .Vi; Ei/, is constructed from the original graph
G0 D .V0; E0/ such that jVij < jVi−1j. In most coarsening schemes, a set of vertices of Gi is combined to form a
single vertex of the next level coarser graph GiC1.L e tV v
i be the set of vertices of Gi combined to form vertex v of
GiC1. In order for a partitioning of a coarser graph to be good with respect to the original graph, the weight of vertex
v is set equal to the sum of the weights of the vertices in Vv
i . Also, in order to preserve the connectivity information
in the coarser graph, the edges of v are the union of the edges of the vertices in V v
i . In the case where more than one
vertex of V v
i contain edges to the same vertexu, the weight of the edge of v is equal to the sum of the weights of these
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Figure 1: The various phases of the multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm. During the coarsening phase, the size of the graph
is successively decreased; during the initial partitioning phase, a k-way partitioning of the smaller graph is computed (a 6-way
partitioning in this example); and during the uncoarsening phase, the partitioning is successively reﬁned as it is projected to the
larger graphs.
edges. This coarsening method ensures the following properties [12]: (i) the edge-cut of the partitioning in a coarser
graph is equal to the edge-cut of the same partition in the ﬁner graph; (ii) a balanced partitioning of the coarser graphs
leads to a balanced partitioning of the ﬁner graph.
This edge collapsing idea can be formally deﬁned in terms of matchings [2, 12]. A matching of a graph is a set of
edges, no two of which are incident on the same vertex. Thus, the next level coarser graph GiC1 is constructed from
Gi by ﬁnding a matching of Gi and collapsing the vertices being matched into multinodes. The unmatched vertices
are simply copied over to GiC1. Since the goal of collapsing vertices using matchings is to decrease the size of the
graph Gi, the matching should be maximal. A matching is called maximal matching, if it is not possible to add any
otheredge to it withoutmakingtwo edgesbecomeincidenton the same vertex. Note thatdependingon howmatchings
are computed, the size of the maximal matching may be different.
The coarseningphase endswhen the coarsest graphGm has a small numberof verticesor if the reductionin the size
of successively coarser graphs becomes too small. In our experiments, for a k-way partition, we stop the coarsening
process when the number of vertices becomes less than ck,w h e r ec D 15 in our experiments. The choice of this value
of c was to allow the initial partitioning algorithm to create k partitions of roughly the same size. We also end the
coarsening phase if the reduction in the size of successively graphs is less than a factor of 0.8.
In the remaining sections we describe three ways that we used to select maximal matchings for coarsening. Two of
these matchings, RM [2, 12] and HEM [16], have been previously investigated in the context of MLRB.
5Random Matching (RM) A maximal matching can be generated efﬁciently using a randomizedalgorithm. In our
experiments we used a randomized algorithm similar to that described in [2, 12, 16]. The random maximal matching
algorithm works as follows. The vertices are visited in random order. If a vertex u has not been matched yet, then
we randomly select one of its unmatched adjacent vertices. If such a vertex v exists, we include the edge .u;v/in
the matching and mark vertices u and v as being matched. If there is no unmatched adjacent vertex v, then vertex u
remains unmatched in the random matching. The complexity of the above algorithm is O.jEj/.
Heavy Edge Matching (HEM) Random matching is a simple and efﬁcient method to compute a maximal match-
ing and minimizes the number of coarsening levels in a greedy fashion. However, our overall goal is to ﬁnd a parti-
tioning that minimizes the edge-cut. Consider a graph Gi D .Vi; Ei/, a matching Mi that is used to coarsen Gi,a n d
its coarser graph GiC1 D .ViC1; EiC1/ inducedby Mi.I fA is a set of edges, deﬁne W.A/ to be the sum of the weights
of the edges in A. It can be shown that
W.EiC1/ D W.Ei/ − W.Mi/: (1)
Thus, the total edge-weight of the coarser graph is reduced by the weight of the matching. Hence, by selecting a
maximal matching Mi whose edges have a large weight, we can decrease the edge-weight of the coarser graph by a
greater amount. As the analysis in [13] shows, since the coarser graph has smaller edge-weight, it also has a smaller
edge-cut.
Finding a maximal matching that contains edges with large weight is the idea behind the heavy-edge matching
originally introduced in [16]. A heavy-edge matching is computed using a randomized algorithm similar to that for
computing a random matching described earlier. The vertices are again visited in random order. However, instead of
randomly matching a vertex u with one of its adjacent unmatched vertices, we match u with the vertex v such that the
weight of the edge .u;v/is maximum over all valid incident edges (heavier edge). Note that this algorithm does not
guarantee that the matching obtained has maximum weight (over all possible matchings), but our experiments have
shown that it works very well in practice. The complexity of computing a heavy-edge matching is O.jEj/,w h i c hi s
asymptotically similar to that for computing the random matching.
Modiﬁed Heavy Edge Matching (HEM*) The analysis of the multilevel bisection algorithm in [13] shows that
a good edge-cutof a coarser graph is closer to that of a good edge-cutof the originalgraph if the average degree of the
coarser graph is small. The modiﬁed heavy edge matching (HEM*) is a modiﬁcation of HEM that tries to decrease
the average degree of coarser graphs.
A HEM* is computed using a randomized algorithm similar to that for computing a HEM. The vertices are again
visited in random order. Let v be such a vertex, and let H be the set of unmatched adjacent vertices of v that are
connected to v by an edge of maximum weight (H can contain more than one vertex if some edges connected to v
have identical weights). For each vertex u 2 H,l e tWv−u be the sum of the weights of the edges of u that connect u to
vertices adjacent to v. In the HEM* scheme, v is matched with the vertex u 2 H, such that Wv−u is maximized over
all vertices in H.
As illustrated in Figure 2, HEM* leads to fewer edges in the coarser graph and the average weight of edges in
coarser graphs tend to be higher. Hence, in subsequent coarsening levels, the weight of the edges included in the
matching increases, making HEM* to be more effective. HEM* is more effective than HEM in producing a good
coarsening of the original graph G0 when the edges of G0 have identical weights. In fact, the ﬁrst level coarser
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Figure 2: Example of the matchings produced by RM and HEM*.
graph G1 produced by HEM is similar to that produced by RM, since there are no heavy edges in G0. In contrast,
G1 produced by HEM* will have smaller average degree because the vertices matched by HEM* will be adjacent to
many common vertices. The complexity of computing HEM* is O.jEj/, which is asymptotically the same as that for
computing the random matching and heavy edge matching. But the constant for HEM* is somewhat higher than that
for HEM and RM.
2.2 Initial Partitioning Phase
The second phase of a multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm is to compute a k-way partitioning Pm of the coarse
graph Gm D .Vm; Em/ such that each partition contains roughly jV0j=k vertex weight of the original graph. Since
during coarsening, the weights of the vertices and edges of the coarser graph were set to reﬂect the weights of the ver-
tices and edges of the ﬁner graph, Gm contains sufﬁcient information to intelligently enforce the balanced partitioning
and the minimum edge-cut requirements.
One way to produce the initial k-way partitioning is to keep coarsening the graph until it has only k vertices left.
These coarse k vertices can serve as the initial k-way partitioning of the original graph. There are two problems with
this approach. First, for many graphs, the reduction in the size of the graph in each coarsening step becomes very
small after some coarsening steps, making it very expensive to continue with the coarsening process. Second, even if
we are able to coarsen the graph down to only k vertices, the weights of these vertices are likely to be quite different,
making the initial partitioning highly unbalanced.
In our algorithm, the k-way partitioning of Gm is computed using our multilevel bisection algorithm [16]. Our
experiencehas shown that our multilevel recursivebisection algorithmproducesgoodinitial partitioningsand requires
relatively small amount of time as long as the size of the original graph is sufﬁciently larger than k.
72.3 Uncoarsening Phase
During the uncoarsening phase, the partitioning Pm of the coarser graph Gm is projected back to the original graph,
by going through the graphs Gm−1;Gm−2;:::;G1. Since each vertex v of GiC1 contains a distinct subset of vertices
V v
i of Gi, Pi is obtained from PiC1 by simply assigning the set of vertices V v
i to the partitioning PiC1TvU; i.e.,
PiTuUDPiC1TvU; 8u 2 V v
i .
Note that, even if the partitioning of Gi is at a local minima1, the projected partitioning of Gi−1 may not be at a
local minima. Since Gi−1 is ﬁner, it has more degrees of freedom that can be used to further improve the partitioning
and thus decrease the edge-cut. Hence, it may still be possible to improve the projected partitioning of Gi−1 by local
reﬁnement heuristics.
A class of local reﬁnement algorithms that tend to produce very good results are those that are based on the
Kernighan-Lin (KL) partitioning algorithm [17] and their variants [4, 12]. The KL algorithm incrementally swaps
vertices among partitions of a bisection to reduce the edge-cut of the partitioning, until the partitioning reaches a local
minima. One commonlyusedvariationofthe KL algorithmforbisectionreﬁnementis dueto Fiduccia-Mattheyses[4].
In particular, for each vertex v, this variation of the KL algorithm computes the gain which is the reduction in the
edge-cut achievedby movingv to the other partition. These verticesare inserted into two priority queues, one for each
partition, according to their gains. Initially all vertices are unlocked, i.e., they are free to move to the other partition.
The algorithm iteratively selects an unlocked vertex v with the largest gain from one of the two priority queues and
moves it to the other partition. When a vertex v is moved, it is locked and the gain of the vertices adjacent to v are
updated. After each vertex movement, the algorithm also records the size of the cut achieved at this point. Note that
the algorithm does not allow locked vertices to be moved since this may result in thrashing (i.e., repeated movement
of the same vertex). A single pass of the algorithm ends when there are no more unlockedvertices (i.e., all the vertices
have been moved). Then, the recorded cut-sizes are checked, and the point where the minimum cut was achieved is
selected, and all vertices that were moved after that point are moved back to their original partition. Now, this be-
comes the initial partitioningfor the next pass of the algorithm. In the case of multilevelrecursive bisection algorithms
[2, 12, 16], KL reﬁnement becomes very powerful, as the initial partitioningavailable at each successive uncoarsening
level is already a good partition.
However,reﬁninga k-waypartitioningis signiﬁcantlymorecomplicatedbecauseverticescanmovefroma partition
to many other partitions; thus, increasing the optimization space combinatorially. An extension of the KL reﬁnement
algorithm in the case of k-way reﬁnement is described in [10]. This algorithm uses k.k − 1/ priority queues, one for
each type of move. In each step of the algorithm,the moveswith the highestgain are foundfromeach of these k.k−1/
queues, and the move with the highest gain that preserves or improves the balance, is performed. After the move, all
of the K.k − 1/ priority queues are updated. The complexity of k-way reﬁnement is signiﬁcantly higher than that of
2-way reﬁnement, and for a graph with m edges, this complexityis O.km/. This approachis only practical for small
values of k. Due to this high complexity, the multilevel recursive octasection algorithm described in [10], requires the
same amount of time as multilevel recursive bisection, even though recursive octasection spends much less time for
coarsening.
We have developed simple k-way reﬁnement algorithms that are simpliﬁed versions of the k-way Kernighan-Lin
reﬁnement algorithm, and their complexity is independent of the number of partitions being reﬁned. As the results in
Section 3 show, despite the simplicity of our reﬁnement algorithms, they produce high quality partitionings in small
1A partitioning is at a local minima, if movement of any vertex from one part to the other does not improve the edge-cut.
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Figure 3: Illustration of neighboring partitions, internal, and external vertex degrees.
amountoftime. Intherest ofthissectionwe describesomekeyconceptsanddeﬁnitionsthatareusedinthedescription
of our two k-way partitioning reﬁnement algorithms, described in the next two sections.
Consider a graph Gi D .Vi; Ei/, and its partitioning vector Pi. For each vertex v 2 Vi we deﬁne the neighborhood
N.v/ of v to be the union of the partitions that the vertices adjacent to v (i.e., Adj.v/) belong to. That is, N.v/ D
[u2Adj.v/PiTuU. Note that if v is an interior vertex of a partition, then N.v/ D; . On the other hand, the cardinality
of N.v/ can be as high as Adj.v/, for the case in which each vertex adjacent to v belongs to a different partition.
During reﬁnement, v can move to any of the partitions in N.v/. For each vertex v we compute the gains of moving
v to one of its neighbor partitions. In particular, for every b 2 N.v/ we compute EDTvUb as the sum of the weights
of the edges .v;u/ such that PiTuUDb. Also we compute IDTvU as the sum of the weights of the edges .v;u/ such
that PiTuUDPiTvU. The quantity EDTvUb is called the external degree of v to partition b, while the quantity IDTvU
is called the internal degree of v. Given these deﬁnitions, the gain of moving vertex v to partition b 2 N.v/ is
gTvUb D EDTvUb − IDTvU. These deﬁnitions are illustrated in Figure 3. For example for vertex 5, NT5UDf 0;2g,
IDT5UD2, EDT5U0 D 2, and EDT5U2 D 3.
However, in addition to decreasing the edge-cut, moving a vertex from one partition to another must not create
partitions whose size is unbalanced. In particular, our partitioning reﬁnement algorithms move a vertex only if it
satisﬁes the following Balancing Condition.L e t Wi be a vector of k elements, such that WiTaU is the weight of
partition a of graph Gi,a n dl e tWmin D 0:9jV0j=k and Wmax D CjV0j=k.Av e r t e xv, whose weight is w.v/ can be
moved from partition a to partition b only if
WiTbUCw.v/  Wmax; and (2)
WiTaU−w.v/  Wmin (3)
The ﬁrst condition ensures that movement of a node into a partition does not make its weight higher than Wmax.N o t e
that by adjusting the value of C, we can vary the degree of imbalance among partitions. If C D 1, then the reﬁnement
algorithm tries to make each partition of equal weight. In our experiments we found that letting C to be greater than
1.0, tends to improve the quality of the partitionings. However, in order to minimize the load imbalance, we used
C D 1:03; that puts an upper bound of 3% on load imbalance. Note that the second condition is not critical for load
balance, but it ensures that there is no partition with too few vertices.
9Greedy Reﬁnement (GR) The lookahead in the KL algorithm serves a very important purpose. It allows move-
ment of an entire cluster of vertices across a partition boundary. Note that it is quite possible that as the cluster is
moved across the partition boundary, the edge-cut increases, but after the entire cluster of vertices moves across the
partition, then the overall edge-cut comes down. In the context of multilevel schemes, this lookahead becomes less
important. The reason is that these clusters of vertices are coarsened into a single vertex at successive coarsening
phases. Hence, movement of a vertex at a coarse level really corresponds to the movement of a group of vertices in
the original graph.
If the lookahead part of KL is eliminated (i.e., if vertices are moved only if they lead to positive gain), then it
becomes less useful to maintain a priority queue. In particular, vertices whose move results in a large positive gain
will be moved anyway even if they are not moved earlier (in the priority order. Hence, a variation of KL that simply
visits the boundary vertices in a random order and moves them if they result in a positive gain is likely to work well
in the multilevel context. Our greedy reﬁnement algorithm is based on this observation. It consists of a number of
iterations. In each iteration all the vertices are checked to see if they can be moved so that either the edge-cut of the
partitioning can be decreased (while preserving balance), or the balance is improved.
In particular, GR works as follows. Consider a graph Gi D .Vi; Ei/, and its partitioning vector Pi. The vertices
are checked in a random order. Let v be such a vertex, let PiTvUDa be the partition that v belongs to. If v is a
node internal to partition a then N.v/ D; ,a n dv is not moved. If v is at the boundary of the partition, then N.v/ is
non-empty. Let N0.v/ be the subset of N.v/ that contains all partitions b such that movement of vertex v to partition
b does not violate the Balancing Condition. Now vertex v is moved to one of the adjacent partitions b, if either one of
the following conditions is satisﬁed:
1. EDTvUb > IDTvU and EDTvUb is maximum among all c 2 N0.v/.
2. EDTvUb D ID.v/ and WiTaU−WiTbU >w . v / .
That is, the GR algorithm moves v to a partition that leads to the largest reduction in the edge-cut without violating
the balance condition. If no reductionin the edge-cutis possible, by movingv,t h e nv is moved to the partition (if any)
that leads to no increase in the edge-cut but improves the balance. After moving vertex v, the algorithm updates the
internal and external degrees of the vertices adjacent to v to reﬂect the change in the partition.
The GR algorithm convergesafter a small number of iterations. In our experiments, we found that for most graphs,
and with the HEM (or HEM*) matching scheme in particular, GR convergedwithin four to eight iterations.
Global Kernighan-Lin Reﬁnement (GKLR) As discussed in the previous section, the GR algorithm lacks any
capabilities of climbing out of local minima. Our second reﬁnement heuristic called global Kernighan-Lin,i ss o m e -
what more powerful and is closer to the original KL algorithm in spirit. It adds some limited hill-climbing capabilities
to the GR algorithm and also uses a priority queue to determine the sequence of vertex moves.
The GKLR algorithm uses a global priority queue that stores the vertices according to their gains. Initially, all the
vertices are scanned, and those whose sum of external degrees2 is greater or equal to their internal degrees are inserted
into the priority queue. In particular, let v be such a vertex, let N.v/ be the neighborhoodof v,a n db 2 N.v/ such that
2We used this heuristic to select the vertices that are inserted in the priority queue as a compromise between inserting all the boundary vertices
and inserting only the vertices that lead to a reduction in the edge-cut when moved to one of their neighboring partitions. If all the boundary vertices
were inserted, then the cost would have been higher. On the other hand, if only the edge-cut reducing vertices were inserted, the hill-climbing
capabilities of the algorithm would have been reduced.
10EDTvUb is maximum over the external degrees of partitions in N.v/. We insert v into the priority queue with a gain
equal to EDTvUb − IDTvU.
The algorithm then proceeds and selects the vertex from the priority queue with the highest gain. Having selected
such a vertex v, then the algorithm selects a part b 2 N.v/ to move v such that EDTvUb is maximized while satisfying
the balance condition (Equations 2 and 3). Note that these swaps may lead to an increase in the edge-cut, since
vertices are moved even if they have a negative gain value. The GKLR algorithm continues moving vertices until it
has performed x vertex moves that have not decreased the overall edge-cut. In that case, the last x moves are undone.
Once a vertex is moved, it is not considered for movement in the same iteration. This is repeated for a small number
of iterations or until convergence.
Note that in each step, the vertices selected for movement by the GKLR algorithm and by the generalized KL
of [11] may be quite different. GKLR selects a vertex v that has a move (among all possible moves to neighboring
partitions N.v/) with the highest gain gTvUmax. However, depending on the weight of the partitions, this move may
never take place, and instead v can be movedto a partition a 2 N.v/ that leads to a smaller gain gTaUv.H o w e v e r ,t h e r e
may be another vertex u on the priority queue that has a move with the highest gain gTuUmax that may be permissible.
Now if gTvUa < gTuUmax < gTvUmax, the generalization of the KL algorithm will select to move vertex u before
consideringvertex v. Thus, in each step, GKLR does not necessarily selects the vertex with the largest realizable gain.
Furthermore, since the single priority queue contains only vertices whose sum of the external degrees is greater or
equal to the internal degree, GKLR has less powerful hill-climbing capabilities than the generalized KL [11] that uses
multiple priority queues and considers all the vertices.
3 Experimental Results
We evaluated the performance of the multilevel graph partitioning algorithm on a wide range of graphs arising in
different application domains. The characteristics of these graphs are described in Table 1. These graphsare classiﬁed
into six groups. The ﬁrst group contains graphs that correspond to ﬁnite element meshes, the second group contains
graphs that correspond to coefﬁcient matrices (i.e., assembled matrices) with multiple degrees of freedom and linear
basis functions, the third group corresponds to assembled matrices with non linear basis functions, the fourth group
corresponds to graphs that represent highway networks, the ﬁfth group corresponds to graphs arising in linear pro-
gramming applications, and the sixth group corresponds to graphs that represent VLSI circuits. For each of the ﬁrst
two groups, we have a large number of graphs, but for the last four groups, we have only a few graphs per group. So
observed trends for the ﬁrst two groups are more reliable than those for the last four groups.
All the experiments were performed on an SGI Challenge with 1.2GBytes of memory and 200MHz MIPS R4400
processor. All times reported are in seconds. Since the nature of the multilevel algorithm discussed is randomized, we
performed all experiments with ﬁxed seed.
3.1 Matching Schemes
We implementedthe three matchingschemes described in Section 2.1. These schemesare (a) randommatching (RM),
(b) heavy edge matching (HEM), and (c) modiﬁed heavy edge matching (HEM*). For all the experiments, we used
the GR reﬁnement policy during the uncoarsening phase. The results for 32-way and 256-way partitioning are shown
in Figures 4 and 5 for all the graphs in Table 1.
From Figure 4 we see that both HEM and HEM* consistently produce partitionings whose edge-cut is better than
that of the partitionings produced by RM. For some groups of graphs, HEM and HEM* produce partitionings whose
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Figure 4: Quality of the partitionings of HEM and HEM* relative to RM matching. For each graph, the ratio of the edge-cut of the
HEM and HEM* matching schemes to that of the RM matchingscheme is plotted for 32- and 256-way partitionings. Bars underthe
baseline indicate that the corresponding matching scheme performs better than RM.
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Figure 5: Run time of partitioning using HEM and HEM* relative to RM matching. For each graph, the ratio of the time required by
the HEM and HEM* matching schemes to that of the RM matching schemeis plotted for 32- and 256-way partitionings. Bars under
the baseline indicate that the corresponding matching scheme is faster than RM.
12Matrix Name No. of Vertices No. of Edges Description
144 144649 1074393 3D Finite element mesh (Parafoil)
598A 110971 741934 3D Finite element mesh (Submarine I)
AUTO 448695 3314611 3D Finite element mesh (GM Saturn)
BRACK2 62631 366559 3D Finite element mesh (Bracket)
COPTER2 55476 352238 3D Finite element mesh (Helicopter blade)
FLAP 51537 479620 3D Finite element mesh
M14B 214765 3358036 3D Finite element mesh (Submarine II)
ROTOR 99617 662431 3D Finite element mesh
TORSO 201142 1479989 3D Finite element mesh (Human torso)
WAVE 156317 1059331 3D Finite element mesh
BCSSTK31 35588 572914 3D Stiffness matrix
BCSSTK32 44609 985046 3D Stiffness matrix
CANT 54195 1960797 3D Stiffness matrix
CYLINDER93 45594 1786726 3D Stiffness matrix
INPRO1 46949 1117809 3D Stiffness matrix
SHELL93 181200 2313765 3D Stiffness matrix
SHYY161 76480 152002 CFD/Navier-Stokes
TROLL 213453 5885829 3D Stiffness matrix
VENKAT25 62424 827684 2D Coefﬁcient matrix
BBMAT 38744 993481 2D Stiffness matrix
MAP1 267241 334931 Highway network
MAP2 78489 98995 Highway network
FINAN512 74752 261120 Linear programming
KEN-11 14694 33880 Linear programming
S38584.1 22143 35608 Sequential circuit
Table 1: Various graphs used in evaluating the multilevel graph partitioning and sparse matrix ordering algorithm.
64EC 256EC
Graph RM HEM HEM* RM HEM HEM*
144 200855 142464 136949 292079 229401 223615
AUTO 525526 343154 334210 815578 575975 560929
FLAP 58034 42810 39394 119368 95452 92358
BCSSTK32 221234 155286 143176 342679 287300 265350
INPRO1 244035 159632 149373 405038 319496 301075
BBMAT 324794 154878 89305 584891 350850 196325
MAP2 1064 911 839 2382 2205 2173
KEN-11 16273 15677 15578 18697 18067 17813
Table 2: Quality of initial partitionings for the RM, HEM, and HEM* matching schemes.
edge-cut is better than that of RM by up to 35%. The reason for the poor performance of RM becomes clear from
Table 2 that contains the size of the edge-cut of the initial k-way partitioning. For all graphs, the size of the initial
edge-cuton the coarsest graphis signiﬁcantly worse for RM comparedwith HEM and HEM*. Note that the difference
in the size of the initial edge-cut on the coarsest graph is much greater for the three schemes than those shown in
Figure 4. For example, for the ﬁrst two groups of graphs, the overall quality of RM, HEM, and HEM* is similar, but
the edge-cutof the k-way partitioningin the coarsest graph obtainedby HEM and HEM* are 30% to 65%smaller than
the those obtained by RM (as shown in Table 2). (As a result, for RM, k-way reﬁnement takes more time compared
with HEM and HEM*.) As discussed in [13], the effectiveness of a coarsening scheme depends on how successful it
is in removing a signiﬁcant amount of edge-weight from the successive coarser graphs. According to this criterion,
HEM and HEM* are strictly better coarsening schemes than RM because they remove more edge-weight from the
graph.
Comparing HEM against HEM*, we see that for most graphs, their performance is comparable. The only notable
exception is BBMAT for which HEM* does up to 10% better than HEM. BBMAT is the type of graph in which
applying RM at the ﬁnest graph (G0) signiﬁcantly increases the average degree of the ﬁrst level coarser graph (G1).
Note that HEM and RM computethe same ﬁrst level coarse graph G1, since the weights of all edges in G0 is the same.
Hence, for BBMAT the average degree of G1 obtained by HEM is much higher than that obtained using HEM*. For
13othertype of graphs,particularlythose that correspondto ﬁnite element meshes, RM increases the averagedegreeonly
slightly in going from G0 to G1, which in turn allows HEM to perform good coarsening. As a result, for BBMAT,t h e
initial partitioning found by HEM is much worse than that found by HEM*. This can be seen in Table 2. Note that the
initial edge-cut for HEM and HEM* are similar for all problems except BBMAT.
From Figure 5 we see that for 32-way partition, HEM is up to 20% faster than RM, while HEM* is up to 41%
slower than RM. HEM is faster than RM because it requires much less reﬁnement, and the coarsening step of HEM
is only slightly slower than the coarsening step in RM. HEM* is slower than RM because coarsening using HEM* is
much slower than coarsening using RM. For a 256-way partition, HEM is again faster than RM (quite consistently),
but now for 7 graphs HEM* is faster than RM. This is because, RM requires substantially more reﬁnement time and
because the coarsest graph Gm produced by RM has many more edges than that produced by HEM*, that increases
the initial partitioning time.
As the experiments show, for most of the graphs, HEM is an excellent matching scheme that produces good par-
titionings, and requires the smallest overall run time. However, for certain class of graphs HEM* does better than
HEM.
3.2 Reﬁnement Policies
As described in Section 2.3, there are different ways that a partitioning can be reﬁned during the uncoarsening phase.
We evaluated the performance of two reﬁnement policies, both in terms of how good partitionings they produce and
also how much time they require. The reﬁnement policies that we evaluate are greedy reﬁnement (GR), and global
Kernighan-Lin reﬁnement (GKLR).
The result of these reﬁnement policies for computing a 32-way and a 256-way partition for the graphs in Table 1 is
shown in Figures 6, 8, 7, and 9. Figures 6 and Figures 7 show the edge-cut of the partitionings produced by GKLR
relative to those produced by GR for the three different coarsening schemes, while Figures 8 and Figures 9 shows the
amount of time required by GKLR relative to GR for computing these partitionings.
Anumberof observationscanbe made fromFigures6 andFigures7. GKLR is signiﬁcantlybetterthan GR onlyfor
BBMAT. For other problems the difference is minor. If RM coarsening is used, then GKLR does better than GR more
consistently. If HEM or HEM* coarsening is used, then GKLR performs quite similar to GR for all problems. Even
for BBMAT, the gap between the performanceof GKLR and GR is narrowerfor HEM and HEM* comparedwith RM.
If we combine the 32- and 256-way partitionings as a set of 150 different runs, GKLR produces better partitionings
for 31 out of these 150 runs. Out of these 31 runs, 14 were obtained using RM, 7 using HEM, and 10 using HEM*.
Another interesting observation is that for most graphs the difference in the quality of the partitionings produced by
GR and GKLR is very small. The difference in the quality is less than 2% for 139 out of the 150 different runs. The
only notable exceptions are KEN-11 for which GR does up to 7% better than GKLR, and BBMAT for which GKLR
does up to 21% better than GR. From these experimental results, it is clear that a simple reﬁnement scheme such as
GR is quite adequate, particularly if the initial partitioning for the coarsest graph is quite good. The additional power
of GKLR is useful only when it is used in conjunction with the RM matching scheme which leads to poor initial
partitionings.
From Figures 8 and Figures 9 we see that the amount of time required for a 32- and 256-way partitioning using
GKLR is signiﬁcantly higher than the time required using GR. GKLR requires more time for each of the 150 different
runs. In some cases, GKLR requires more than twice the time required by GR. Comparing the different matching
schemes, we see that the relative increase in the run time is higher for RM than for HEM and HEM*. The is not
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Figure 6: Quality of GKLR reﬁnement scheme for 32-way partitioning for RM, HEM, and HEM* coarsening schemes relative to
GR reﬁnement scheme. For each graph, the ratio of the edge-cut of the GKLR reﬁnement algorithm to that of the GR algorithm
scheme is plotted for RM, HEM and HEM* matching schemes. Bars under the baseline indicate that GKLR performs better than
GR for the corresponding matching scheme.
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Figure 7: Quality of GKLR reﬁnement scheme for 256-way partitioning for RM, HEM, and HEM* coarsening schemes relative to
GR reﬁnement scheme. For each graph, the ratio of the edge-cut of the GKLR reﬁnement algorithm to that of the GR algorithm
scheme is plotted for RM, HEM and HEM* matching schemes. Bars under the baseline indicate that GKLR performs better than
GR for the corresponding matching scheme.
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Figure 8: Run time for the 32-way partitionings produced by the GR and GKLR reﬁnement algorithms for RM, HEM, and HEM*
coarsening schemes. For each graph, the ratio of the time required for partitioning using the GKLR reﬁnement algorithm to that of
the GR algorithm scheme is plotted for RM, HEM and HEM* matching schemes. Bars under the baseline indicate that GKLR is
faster than GR for the corresponding matching scheme.
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Figure 9: Run time for the 256-way partitionings produced by the GR and GKLR reﬁnement algorithms for RM, HEM, and HEM*
coarsening schemes. For each graph, the ratio of the time required for partitioning using the GKLR reﬁnement algorithm to that of
the GR algorithm scheme is plotted for RM, HEM and HEM* matching schemes. Bars under the baseline indicate that GKLR is
faster than GR for the corresponding matching scheme.
16surprising since RM requires more reﬁnement and also, RM beneﬁts the most from GKLR.
In summary, GR and GKLR tend to produce partitionings that have similar edge-cuts, but with GKLR requiring
signiﬁcantly more time than GR.
3.3 Comparison with Other Partitioning Schemes
Figure 10 shows the relative quality of our multilevel k-way partitioningalgorithm(MLkP)comparedto the multilevel
recursive bisection algorithm (MLRB) described in [16] (implemented in ME T IS [15]). ME T IS is a set of programs for
partitioningunstructuredgraphsandfororderingsparsematricesthatimplementsvariousalgorithmsdescribedin [16].
For each graphwe plot the ratio of the edge-cut of the MLkPalgorithmto the edge-cutof the MLRB algorithm. Ratios
that are less than one indicate that MLkP produces better partitionings than MLRB. For this comparison and for the
rest of the comparisons in this section, the MLkP algorithm uses HEM during coarsening and GR during reﬁnement.
From this ﬁgure, we see that for almost all problems, MLkP and MLRB produce partitionings of similar quality.
In particular, for the two highway networks (MAP1 and MAP2), MLkP produces up to 19% smaller edge-cuts than
MLRB. For the graphs that correspondto ﬁnite element meshes (144, 598A, AUTO, BRACK2, COPTER2, M14B,
ROTOR, TORSO,a n dWAVE), MLkP does slightly (up to 5%) and consistently better than MLRB. For the graphs
that correspond to coefﬁcient matrices of ﬁnite element applications with multiple degrees of freedom (BCSSTK31,
BCSSTK32, CANT, CYLINDER93, FLAP, INPRO1, SHELL93, SHYY161, TROLL,a n dVENKAT25), MLkP
and MLRB perform quite similarly (within 6% of each other). The only problem for which MLkP performs sig-
niﬁcantly worse than MLRB is BBMAT, for which MLkP performs up to 20% worse than MLRB. As discussed in
Section 2.1, these graph correspond to assembled matrices with non-linear basis functions, and the HEM coarsening
scheme does not lead to good coarsenings. However, for this graph both HEM* coarsening and GKLR reﬁnement
perform substantially better than HEM and GR, respectively. In particular, if we use HEM* for coarsening and GKLR
for reﬁnement, then the edge-cut for 128-way partitioning produced by MLkP is better by 2% than that of MLRB.
In summary, for large class of graphs MLkP produces partitionings that are equally good or even better than those
produced by the MLRB algorithm. Furthermore, the combination of HEM and GR seems quite adequate for most
problems. However, for some problems HEM* and GKLR may be better choices for coarsening and reﬁnement,
respectively.
Figure 11 shows the amount of time required by the MLRB algorithm relative to the time required by the MLkP
algorithmfor256-waypartitionings. Fromthisgraphwe see that MLkPisusually two to fourtimes faster thanMLRB.
In particular, for moderate size problems, MLkP is over three times faster while for the larger problems, MLkP is over
four times faster. The actual run times for a 256-way partitioning is shown in Table 4. From this table we see that even
the larger problem (448000 vertex mesh of GM’s Saturn car) is partitioned in under 40 seconds.
Figures12and13presenttherelativequalityandrun-time,respectively,ofMLkPwithrespectto multilevelspectral
bisection (MSB) [1]. From these ﬁgures we see that for all the graphs, MLkP produces better partitionings than MSB.
In some cases MLkP produces partitionings that cut over 70% fewer edges than those cut by the MSB. Furthermore,
from Figure 13 we see that MLkP is up to two orders of magnitude faster the MSB.
The graph partitioning package Chaco 2.0 [11, 12] also implements multilevel quadrisection and octasection par-
titioning algorithms. Chaco uses random matching during coarsening, and spectral quadrisection and octasection
methods to directly divide the coarsest graph into four and eight pieces, respectively3 [10]. The key difference be-
tween our scheme and the one implemented in Chaco’s recursive octasection is that their Kernighan-Lin reﬁnement
3Chaco also has recursive bisection scheme that is similar to MLRB.
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Figure 10: Quality of the partitionings produced by MLkP relative to MLRB. The multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm uses HEM
during coarsening and GR during reﬁnement. For each graph, the ratio of the edge-cut of the k-way partitioning algorithm to that
of the recursive bisection algorithm is plotted for 32-, 64-, 128-, and 256-way partitionings. Bars under the baseline indicate that
k-way partitioning performs better than recursive bisection.
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Figure 11: Run time of MLkP relative to MLRB for 256-way partitioning. The multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm uses HEM
duringcoarseningand GR during reﬁnement. Foreach graph, the ratio of therun time of recursivebisection algorithmto thatof the
k-way partitioning algorithm is plotted for 256-way partitionings. Bars above the baseline indicate that k-way partitioning is faster
than recursive bisection.
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Figure 12: Quality of MLkP relative to multilevel spectral bisection. For each graph, the ratio of the edge-cut of the k-way
partitioning algorithm to that of the recursive bisection algorithm is plotted for 32-, 64-, 128-, and 256-way partitionings. Bars under
the baseline indicate that k-way partitioning performs better than multilevel spectral bisection.
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Figure 13: Run time of MLkP relative to spectral bisection for 256-way partitioning. For each graph, the ratio of the run time of
multilevel spectral bisection algorithmto that of the k-way partitioning algorithmis plotted for 256-way partitionings. Bars above the
baseline indicate that k-way partitioning is faster than multilevel spectral bisection.
19Multilevel Spectral Bisection Multilevel Recursive Bisection Multilevel k-way Partition
Matrix 64EC 128EC 256EC 64EC 128EC 256EC 64EC 128EC 256EC
144 96538 132761 184200 88806 120611 161563 87750 118112 156145
598A 68107 95220 128619 64443 89298 119699 63262 86909 114846
AUTO 208729 291638 390056 194436 269638 362858 193092 263228 349137
BRACK2 34464 49917 69243 29983 42625 60608 29742 42170 59847
COPTER2 47862 64601 84934 43721 58809 77155 42411 56100 73946
FLAP 35540 54407 80392 30741 49806 74628 30461 49203 73641
M14B 124749 172780 232949 111104 156417 214203 109013 150331 206129
ROTOR 63251 88048 120989 53228 75010 103895 52069 73841 101732
TORSO 413501 473397 522717 117997 160788 218155 112797 155087 209895
WAVE 106858 142060 187192 97978 129785 171101 94251 124377 164187
BCSSTK31 86244 123450 176074 65249 97819 140818 66039 100713 143749
BCSSTK32 130984 185977 259902 106440 152081 222789 106661 160651 223545
CANT 459412 598870 798866 442398 574853 778928 428754 567478 756061
CYLINDER93 290194 431551 594859 289639 416190 590065 284012 409445 582015
INPRO1 125285 185838 264049 116748 171974 250207 118176 172592 251628
SHELL93 178266 238098 318535 124836 185323 269539 123437 181203 261296
SHYY161 6641 9151 11969 4365 6317 9092 4607 6591 9251
TROLL 529158 706605 947564 453812 638074 864287 445215 630918 846822
VENKAT25 50184 77810 116211 47514 73735 110312 49137 74470 111249
BBMAT 179282 250535 348124 55753 92750 132387 62018 109495 158990
MAP1 3546 6314 8933 1388 2221 3389 1122 1892 3108
MAP2 1759 2454 3708 828 1328 2157 726 1213 1984
FINAN512 15360 27575 53387 11388 22136 40201 11853 23365 42589
KEN-11 20931 23308 25159 14257 16515 18101 12360 13563 15836
S38584.1 5381 7595 9609 2428 3996 5906 2362 3869 5715
Table 3: The edge-cutsproducedby themultilevel recursivebisection, multilevel recursive bisection, andmultilevel k-waypartition.
algorithm is direct generalization of the 2-way reﬁnement algorithm to handle both 4-way and 8-way reﬁnement. For
example, in the case of 8-way reﬁnement, their algorithmuses 87 priorityqueuesfor all the differenttypesof moves.
This algorithm is signiﬁcantly slower than either the greedy or global Kernighan-Lin reﬁnement algorithms used by
our multilevel k-way partition. In fact, Chaco’s recursive octasection is not any faster than its recursive bisection.
Furthermore, Chaco’s recursive octasection is even more expensive to generalize beyond 8-way reﬁnement.
Figure 14 shows the relative performance of our MLkP algorithm compared to Chaco’s multilevel recursive octa-
section, for an 8- and 64-way partitionings. Note that for an 8-way partition, no recursive partitioning is performed
by Chaco, while for 64-way partition, only one level of recursion is performed. From this ﬁgure we can see that for
both 8-way and 64-way partitioning, MLkP produces partitionings that are in general better than those produced by
Chaco’s recursive octasection. For some graphs, MLkP cuts up to 70% fewer edges than Chaco does. The differ-
ence in quality is due to the following two reasons. First, Chaco’s recursive octasection algorithm uses RM matching
during coarsening, which leads to successive coarser graphs with higher edge-weight. Second, the initial partitioning
obtained by spectral octasection is worse (cuts more edges) than the initial partitioning obtained by MLRB. Thus,
even-though Chaco’s recursive octasection algorithm uses the generalized KL reﬁnement algorithm, it does not seem
to be able to gain the losses due to coarseningand initial partitioning. Figure 15 shows the relative run time of Chaco’s
multilevel recursive octasection compared to our multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm. From this ﬁgure we see that
our algorithm is considerably faster. MLkP computes an 8-way partitioning about two to six times faster than Chaco,
and a 64-way partitioning about four to fourteen times faster. In summary, for most graphs, MLkP produces better
or comparable partitionings than Chaco’s multilevel recursive octasection in signiﬁcantly less time. This indicates
that for most graphs, greedy reﬁnement coupled with the HEM coarsening and a good initial k-way partition, is much
better choice than the computationally expensive 8-way Kernighan-Lin reﬁnement.
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Figure 14: Quality of the partitionings produced by MLkP relative to Chaco’s multilevel recursive octasection algorithm. The MLkP
algorithm uses HEM during coarsening and GR during reﬁnement. For each graph, the ratio of the edge-cut of the MLkP algorithm
to that of Chaco’s recursive octasection algorithm is plotted for 8- and 64-way partitionings. Bars under the baseline indicate that
MLkP performs better than Chaco’s recursive octasection.
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Figure 15: Run time of MLkP relative to Chaco’s multilevel recursive octasection algorithm. The MLkP algorithm uses HEM during
coarsening and GR during reﬁnement. For each graph, the ratio of the run time of Chaco’s recursive octasection to that of the
MLkP algorithm is plotted for 256-way partitionings. Bars above the baseline indicate that MLkP is faster than Chaco’s recursive
octasection.
3.4 Conclusion and Direction for Future Research
Our experiments have shown that the multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm is signiﬁcantly faster than recursive
bisection based k-way partitioning scheme. The complexity of the coarsening and reﬁnement phases of our k-way
partition algorithm is O.jEj/, assuming that in each coarsening step the number of vertices is reduced by a factor
larger than 1C,w h e r e is a constant greater than zero. The complexity of obtaining the initial k-way partitioning of
the coarsest graph using MLRB is O.k logk/. Since, O.k logk/ is often smaller than O.jEj/, the overall complexity
of the algorithm is O.jEj/. For instance, for TORSO the run time for a 2-way partitioning is 10.42 seconds while the
run time for a 256-way partitioning is only 1.64 times higher (i.e., 17.13 seconds). As the problem size increases, this
factor decreases. For example, for AUTO the runtime for a 2-way partitioning is 31.03 seconds while the run time for
a 256-way partitioning is only 1.29 times higher (i.e., 40 seconds).
The quality of the partitionings produced by the k-way partitioning algorithm is comparable or better than that
produced by the multilevel recursive bisection algorithm for a wide range of graphs. The scheme works well for
a number of reasons. For coarsening heuristics such as HEM and HEM*, the edge-cut of the k-way partitioning
produced by MLRB on the coarsest graph is usually within a factor of 1.3 of the ﬁnal edge-cut. This happens because
the coarsening process creates an excellent smaller replica of the original graph, and MLRB ﬁnds a very good k-way
partitioning on this small graph. A simple k-way reﬁnement scheme such as GR is able to further improve the initial
k-way edge-cut because the reﬁnements needed are fairly local in nature. Hence, the extra power of generalized KL
schemes (in terms of its capability of look-ahead) is often unnecessary because the reﬁnement needed are fairly local
in nature. (In our experiments, the look-ahead capability of GKLR reﬁnement was found useful only for one type
of graphs.) Furthermore, even a simple reﬁnement scheme such as GR is quite capable of moving large portions of
graphs across the initial k-way partitioning because the reﬁnement is done in a multi-level context. For coarse graphs,
even a movement of a single vertex at the partition boundary is equivalent to moving a large number of vertices in the
22Matrix Multilevel Spectral Bisection Multilevel Recursive Bisection Multilevel k-way Partition
144 607.27 48.14 13.40
598A 420.12 35.05 9.92
AUTO 2214.24 179.15 39.67
BRACK2 218.36 16.52 5.65
COPTER2 185.39 16.11 5.71
FLAP 279.67 16.50 5.21
M14B 970.58 74.04 18.30
ROTOR 550.35 29.46 8.71
TORSO 1053.37 63.93 17.13
WAVE 658.13 44.55 12.94
BCSSTK31 309.06 15.21 5.53
BCSSTK32 474.64 22.50 7.39
CANT 978.48 47.70 17.44
CYLINDER93 671.33 39.10 13.07
INPRO1 341.88 24.60 7.88
SHELL93 1111.96 71.59 17.40
SHYY161 129.99 10.13 3.42
TROLL 3063.28 132.08 29.08
VENKAT25 254.52 20.81 5.54
BBMAT 474.23 25.51 10.37
MAP1 850.16 44.80 8.12
MAP2 195.09 11.76 3.07
FINAN512 311.01 17.98 6.49
KEN-11 121.94 4.09 3.13
S38584.1 178.11 4.72 2.55
Table 4: The time required to ﬁnd a 256-way partitioning by the multilevel spectral bisection, multilevel recursive bisection, and
multilevel k-way partition. All times are in seconds.
original graph. In fact, as discussed in [16] even for MLRB, many simpler variations of the KL reﬁnement algorithm,
results in equally effective reﬁnement scheme due to the same reason.
Absence of a priority queue in our GR reﬁnement algorithm makes it naturally suited for parallel implementations.
In contrast, the original KL reﬁnement algorithm (and its generalization in the k-way partitioning context) are inher-
ently sequential [6]. In [14] we have developed a highly parallel formulation of our multilevel k-way partitioning
algorithm that uses the vertex-coloring of the successively coarser graph to effectively parallelize both the coarsening
as well as the k-way reﬁnement algorithms. Our experiments on the Cray T3D show that graphs with over a million
vertices can be partitioned in 128 partitions in about two seconds on 128 processors.
An additional advantage of the MLkP algorithm over MLRB is that MLkP is much more suited in the context of
parallel execution of adaptive computations [26, 25]. For example, in adaptive ﬁnite element computation, the mesh
that models the physical domain changes dynamically as the simulation progresses. In particular, some parts of the
mesh become ﬁner and other parts get coarser. Such dynamic adjustments to the mesh require repartitioning of the
mesh to improve load balance. This re-partitioning also results in movement of data structures associated with graph
vertices. Hence, a good re-partitioning algorithm should minimize the movement of vertices (in addition to balancing
the load and minimizing the cut of the resulting new partition). If started with the multilevel representation of the
current partitioning of the graph, our k-way partitioning reﬁnement algorithm makes only minor adjustments to the
previous partitioning, and reduces the overall movement of vertices and associated data structures.
In all of our experiments, we tried to minimize the edge-cut. However, for many applications, minimizing other
quantities, such as the number of vertices at the boundary of the partitions, the number of adjacent partitions, or the
shape of the partitions, may be desirable. This can be accomplished by modifying the reﬁnement algorithm to take
into account a different objective function. Even though recursive bisection algorithms can also be modiﬁed to use
objective functions other than minimization of edge-cut, the multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm provides a much
better framework for this task. This is because multilevel k-way makes it possible to incorporate “global” objective
functions that cannot be achieved by recursive bisection schemes. For example, the overall communication overhead
23of a processor in parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication is not proportional to the number of edges that connect
non-local vertices. Actually it is proportional to the number of vertex-values it has to communicate to neighboring
processors. If a vertex on processor Pi is connected to many vertex on processor Pj, then the vertex-value has to
be sent to processor Pj only once (rather than once for each edge). Hence, the overall communication volume for
a processor is equal to
P
v Nv,w h e r ev are the boundary vertices in a processor, and Nv is the number of other
processors that the vertex v is connected to. Note that this metric can easily be used as the objective function in the
k-way partitioning algorithm. But this cannot be used in recursive bisection-based schemes, because
P
v Nv for each
processor can be computed only in the context of a k-way partition.
The k-way partitioning algorithms described in this paper are available in the ME T IS 3.0 graph partitioning package
that is publicly available on WWW at http://www.cs.umn.edu/˜metis.
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